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Microorganisms exhibit shifts in elemental stoichiometry in response to short-term
temperature increases due to varying growth rate, biochemical reactions, and protein
degradation. Yet, it is unknown how an organism’s elemental stoichiometry will respond
to temperature change on evolutionary timescales. Here we ask how cellular elemental
stoichiometry and physiology change in Escherichia coli that have adapted to high
temperature over 2,000 generations compared to their low temperature adapted
ancestor. Cell lines evolved to a temperature of 42.2◦ C via two, negatively epistatic
adaptive pathways leading to mutations in either the RNA polymerase complex or the
termination factor rho. Compared to the ancestor, high temperature adapted cell lines
overall had 14% higher N:P ratios, but did not differ significantly in C:N or C:P. However,
cell lines with mutations in the rho gene had 13% lower C:N and 34% higher N:P.
Furthermore, the two adaptive strategies of the rho and RNA polymerase mutations
varied significantly from one another, cell lines with the rho mutation had lower C:N, higher
N:P and higher protein content compared to cell lines with the RNA polymerase mutation.
Thus, specific adaptive pathways modulate the effect of temperature on the cellular
elemental stoichiometry and may explain why the elemental composition of specific
lineages is differentially affected by temperature changes.
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INTRODUCTION
The possibility of stoichiometric changes, or changes in cellular elemental composition, has
important implications for understanding how evolving organisms will respond to anthropogenic
change (Arrigo, 2005; Dijkstra et al., 2012). Microorganisms, especially, present an interesting
group capable of responding through natural selection to environmental change on ecological
timescales due to their short generation times and generally large populations (Lenski et al., 1991).
Prokaryotic life has adapted to a vast range of different temperatures over the course of evolutionary
history (Price and Sowers, 2004). While various microorganisms are adapted to different ranges of
temperatures, many biological and biochemical processes are directly impacted by temperature and
are disrupted when temperatures change extensively (Burra et al., 2010). To deal with short-term
changes, Escherichia coli is capable of quickly modifying gene expression with a heat shock response
when thermally stressed (Arsene et al., 2000). Moreover, studies have shown that microorganisms
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experiment analyzed E. coli after being exposed to 42.2◦ C
over 2,000 generations and subsequently sequenced a clonal
genome from 115 adapted cell lines. Here, a total of 1,331
mutations were present (Tenaillon et al., 2012) and two of
the most frequent mutations were within the rho and RNA
polymerase β subunit (rpoB) genes. Out of the 115 cell lines
sequenced, 17 lines had mutations in rho codon 15 and 18 had
mutations in rpoB codon 966. Every cell line in the study was
found to have either a mutation in the rho gene or the rpoBC
operon. Additionally, mutations in these genes were in negative
epistasis with one another, meaning mutations occurring in
both genes at the same time happened less often than by
random chance (Tenaillon et al., 2012). Nonetheless, there were
some lines that did have mutations in both genes, although
they did not include either of the most prevalent rho and
rpoB mutations. Phenotypic differences between cells with rho
and rpoB mutations were identified using Biolog plates (Hug
and Gaut, 2015). The strongest differences between rho and
rpoB lines were among chemical sensitivity, but also included
differential amino acid usage, suggesting there may be differences
in their resource requirements (Hug and Gaut, 2015). The
gene rpoB encodes the β subunit of RNA polymerase and may
increase the capacity of cell lines to adapt (Barrick et al., 2010).
Rho is a ubiquitous prokaryotic termination factor that ends
transcription, but also functions in maintaining chromosomal
integrity in some circumstances (Washburn and Gottesman,
2011; Grylak-Mielnicka et al., 2016). Mutations in both of
these transcriptional regulators have reduced susceptibility to
antibiotics in other bacterial genera (Taniguchi et al., 1996;
Lee and Helmann, 2014). While their broad cellular function
may be a part of the reason for their adaptive role in new
environments, the elemental resource allocation outcomes of
these adaptations to growth at high temperature are currently
unknown.
We propose two competing hypotheses for how cellular
macromolecule content and C:N:P may shift in cell lines
with adaptations to high temperature (Figure 1). The first is
a compensation mechanism, which suggests cells produce a
large amount of macromolecules (protein and ribosomes) to
offset the heat related degradation (Farewell and Neidhardt,
1998). If cells compensate for degradation through mutations
allowing the cell to elevate macromolecular levels, this would
predict lower carbon-to-nutrient ratios (C:N and C:P) and an
elevated N:P ratio in adapted lines due to high amounts of Nrich protein (Figure 1). Here a fitness tradeoff occurs because
the increase in growth rate through production of additional
ribosomes or other proteins will incur a heavy energetic cost.
Alternatively, adaptation of enzymes and ribosomes may increase
their efficiency at higher temperature leading to a lower need for
proteins and ribosomes in the adapted lines compared to the
ancestor at 42.2◦ C. This would lead to increased C:N and C:P
ratios in high temperature adapted cells (Figure 1). A fitness cost
occurs because the increased efficiency that comes from tuning
an enzyme to a specific environment however, may reduce an
organism’s phenotypic plasticity.
To identify how adaptation to elevated temperature affects the
elemental stoichiometry of heterotrophic bacteria, we analyzed

are capable of evolving to environmental factors such as
temperature, pH, etc. in a relatively rapid period of time
(Bennett et al., 1990; Hughes et al., 2007). The evolutionary
microbial response to temperatures above their growth optimum
includes shifts in gene expression, mutations in transcription,
and translation-related genes, maintaining increased heat shock
proteins in the cell, etc. (Mongold et al., 1996; Riehle et al.,
2003; Rudolph et al., 2010). Adaptive changes in macromolecular
content and overall resource allocation can drive shifts in
cellular stoichiometry (Sterner and Elser, 2002). Thus, changes
in temperature can affect the elemental composition of bacteria
through mechanisms of adaptation.
A previous hypothesis for the impact of temperature on
stoichiometry predicts a lower phosphorus cell quota and
higher carbon-to-phosphorus and nitrogen-to-phosphorus ratios
for growth at elevated temperature (Toseland et al., 2013).
Ribosomes and protein biosynthesis in bacteria are more
efficient at elevated temperature (Broeze et al., 1978; VanBogelen
and Neidhardt, 1990). This improved efficiency can result
in in a lower requirement for P-rich ribosomes to maintain
a specific biosynthesis rate (Toseland et al., 2013; YvonDurocher et al., 2015). Assuming the same growth rate, this
should lead to higher C:P and N:P in warming environments.
This theory applies to both acclimation (i.e., cells growing
across a temperature gradient) and adaptation (cells adapted
to different temperature levels) (Moreno and Martiny, 2018).
Accordingly, E. coli grown at higher temperatures show higher
levels of cellular C and N and decreased P, yielding these
predicted results (Cotner et al., 2006). However, there are a
multitude of ways that microbes adapt to increased temperature
(Mongold et al., 1996; Riehle et al., 2003; Rudolph et al.,
2010). Several bacterial strains, including psychrophiles, show
variation in biomass stoichiometry independent of phylogenetic
relatedness, suggesting small genetic differences can yield
variable stoichiometry (Zimmerman et al., 2014). Moreover,
Prochlorococcus ecotypes with different temperature optima
(Johnson et al., 2006) are variable in their elemental ratios at the
strain level (Martiny et al., 2016). Thus, it is still unclear if there is
a consistent relationship between adaptation to temperature and
how microbes alter their allocation of chemical resources.
There are two broad conceptual models for how adaptation
might affect cellular biochemistry and stoichiometry: adaptations
could restore the organism to it normal pre-stressed physiological
state or acclimation phenotypes could be reinforced by
adaptations (Hug and Gaut, 2015). Physiologically in E. coli,
protein degradation as well as peptide elongation rates increase
at high temperature, resulting in a higher turnover of peptides
(Farewell and Neidhardt, 1998). However, their genome contains
a number of heat inducible genes, encoding for chaperone
proteins and proteases, which prevent aggregation of proteins
at high temperature and refold denatured proteins (Arsene
et al., 2000). While the heat-shock response of E. coli to shortterm changes in temperature has been well-studied, recent
research has also emerged concerning the long-term evolutionary
response of microbes to high temperature. E. coli grown at
42.2◦ C had significant fitness gains after only 200 generations,
compared to its ancestor (Bennett et al., 1990). An expanded
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FIGURE 1 | (A) The compensation model predicts that cells will adapt to high temperature by producing a larger amount of protein and ribosome compared to the
ancestor. (B) This would likely result in a depressed carbon to nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) ratio due to higher levels of nitrogen rich protein or phosphorus rich
ribosomes. The increased efficiency model predicts macromolecule content to be lower in adapted cell lines than in the ancestor, due to adaptations that allow cells to
better maintain proteins at a higher temperature or increase the efficiency of ribosomes. This would correspond to an increased carbon to nutrients (nitrogen and
phosphorus) ratio.

Cellular Composition Analyses

E. coli lines experimentally adapted to 42.2◦ C (Tenaillon et al.,
2012). We first ask if lines adapted to higher temperature have
different C:N, C:P, and N:P ratios compared to their ancestral
lineage. Second, we ask whether changes in the C:N:P ratio
correspond to changes in total cellular protein content as changes
in protein levels could alter cellular nitrogen. Third, we ask
if different genetic pathways (rpoB vs. rho) for adaption to
high temperature lead to differences in C:N:P ratio and protein
content.

After reaching sufficient population density of around 107
cells/mL, 5 mL of bacterial culture were filtered onto precombusted 25 mm glass fiber filters and rinsed with 5 mL of
0.17 M anhydrous Na2 SO4 for particulate organic phosphorus
(POP) and particulate organic carbon (POC) plus particulate
organic nitrogen (PON) assays. Culture subsamples were
preserved in glutaraldehyde and frozen for flow cytometry
analysis at the time of filtration. Cells were stained with SYBR
green and read at a wavelength of 488 nm with a BD Accuri C6
flow cytometer for cell counts.
Particulate organic phosphorus was determined in each
sample using a modified ash-hydrolysis method (Lomas et al.,
2010). Filters were placed in glass vials with 2 mL 0.017 M MgSO4
and dried at 80–90◦ C overnight. Vials were transferred to a
muffle furnace and combusted for 2 h at 500◦ C. After cooling,
5 mL of 0.2 M HCl were added and samples were heated at
80◦ C for 30 min. A mixed reagent of 2:5:1:2 ratio of 0.024 M
(NH4 )6 Mo7 O24 , 5N H2 SO4 , 0.002 M K2 Sb2 (C4 H2 O6 )2 ·3 H2 O,
and 0.3 M C6 H8 O6 was added to samples. After 30 min the
samples were read in a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of
885 nm. A standard curve of KH2 PO4 was used to calculate
the concentration of phosphate in samples based on their
absorbance.
Particulate organic carbon and particulate organic nitrogen
assays were dried overnight and packed into tin capsules.
Standards were created by packing pre-weighed quantities
of atropine and peach leaf into capsules. POC and PON
concentrations were determined using a FlashEA1112 nitrogen
and carbon analyzer (Sharp, 1974).
Protein content was quantified using a Coomassie (Bradford)
assay kit with bovine serum albumin standards (Bradford, 1976).
One milliliter culture samples were aliquoted into microtubes
with 0.2 mm glass beads and beat in a bead-beater for 5 min to
disrupt cell membranes. These tubes were spun in a centrifuge
and the supernatant was collected. Coomassie dye was added to
bovine serum albumin standards and samples in a microplate.
The microplate was read at 595 nm in a plate reader and

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lines and Experimental Design
A lab adapted E. coli strain REL1206 and eight lines adapted from
this common ancestor at 42.2◦ C were obtained from Dr. Brandon
Gaut’s Lab (Tenaillon et al., 2012) (Supplementary Tables 1, 2).
Lines 5, 7, and 70 had mutations in both rpoB and rho genes,
lines 75 and 135 had the prevalent mutation in rpoB and lines
20, 60, and 73 had the prevalent mutation in rho (Tenaillon
et al., 2012). All adapted cell lines had additional background
mutations, some of which were shared across lines, for example
the cation/proton antiporter (ybaL) or a cardiolipin synthase (cls)
were found in 5 of the 9 assayed lines (Supplementary Table 3).
All cell lines, including the ancestor, were frozen from single
colony cultures at −80◦ C storage then revived in lysogeny broth
for 24 h at 37◦ C to acclimate cells to culture conditions. Next,
they were transferred into a modified Davis Mingioli (MDM)
media with a C:N:P ratio of 220:16:1 to yield a higher density
of cells, for 24 h at 37◦ C. Finally, they were transferred into
MDM media for 48 h at 42.2◦ C, the same temperature at which
they were adapted for 2,000 generations, The length of time
for growth after the second MDM transfer was increased to
48 instead of 24 h to reach higher density. It is possible that
mutations may have arisen during the course of this experiment.
Several biological replicates were used to reduce this noise. With
separate populations new mutations will have a smaller effect on
the overall signal.
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Data were square-root transformed before all statistical analyses.
A Welch’s t-test was performed to determine the differences in
mean C:P, C:N, and N:P ratios and protein content between the
ancestral line and all adapted lines. Levene’s test was performed
to determine homogeneity of variances. A single factor ANOVA
test was used to analyze the differences in mean C:P, C:N, and
N:P ratios and protein content between groups of cells sharing
the same mutation and between cell lines. Post-hoc analysis

protein concentration was calculated based on standards and
absorbance.

Statistical Analyses
Carbon to nitrogen, nitrogen to phosphate, and carbon to
phosphate ratios were calculated from POC, PON, and POP
results. Outliers were eliminated using Tukey’s method and the
average of two technical replicates for each sample was calculated.

FIGURE 2 | Elemental ratios and protein content of high temperature adapted E. coli. Boxplots representing the median value and upper and lower quartiles for
particulate C:N of (A) the ancestor (white) and all adapted cell lines (gray); (B) by the mutation type either the ancestor, having both rho and rpoB, only rpoB, or only
rho mutations; (C) or by line and colored by mutation type (white-ancestor, purple-both rpoB and rho mutations, light blue-rpoB mutation, red-rho mutation. Similarly
for particulate C:P ratios in (D–F), particulate N:P ratios in (G–I), and protein content measured as picograms/cell in (J–L).
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was performed using a Tukey’s HSD test to analyze the relative
contributions of each pair of means to the overall variation. The
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated
for the protein content vs. C:N, N:P, and C:P ratios of individual
lines and to compare epimutations with the rho and rpoB
mutations. All analyses were done in R (R Development Core
Team, 2016).

TABLE 1 | Differences between ancestral vs. adapted lines for elemental ratios
and protein content.
C:N

N:P

Protein
(pg/cell)

MEAN VALUE(STANDARD DEVIATION)

RESULTS

Ancestor lines
(n = 7)

5.42 (0.24)

68.48 (9.18)

12.65 (1.46)

1.62
(0.60)

Adapted lines
(n = 35)

5.21 (0.56)

74.79 (13.13)

14.48 (2.73)

1.89
(1.04)

WELCH’S T-TEST

To identify the elemental outcome of adaptation to high
temperature, we compared the C:N:P of the ancestral and adapted
E. coli lines. We found that adaptation to high temperature
did not have a single consistent effect on C:N, C:P, and N:P
ratios (Figure 2). Although the C:N ratio of the adapted lines
was slightly lower than the ancestral line (5.21 vs. 5.41), it
was not significantly different (Welch’s t-test, Table 1). The
average N:P ratio of the adapted lines was significantly higher
than the ancestor (14.48 vs. 12.65, Welch’s t-test, Table 1). C:N
variance was significantly different between ancestor and adapted
lines and N:P variance was marginally but not significantly
different (Levene’s test, Table 1). To determine whether or not
the differences in stoichiometric ratios could be explained by
differences in protein level, the average protein content per
cell was compared. Protein content was slightly higher in
adapted cell lines (1.89 compared to 1.62 pg/cell), although not
significantly (Welch’s t-test, Table 1). Protein content vs. C:N had
the strongest relationship of the elemental ratios with a negative
correlation (r = −0.36, Table 2), but was not significant.
The specific genetic pathways for adaptation to high
temperature had a significant effect on the elemental
stoichiometry of E. coli (ANOVA, Table 3). Cell lines with
the rpoB mutation had C:N, N:P, and C:P ratios nearly
identical to the ancestor (Table 3). In contrast, cell lines with
the rho mutation had significantly decreased C:N (4.69 vs.
5.42, TukeyHSD, Table 3) and increased N:P (16.92 vs. 12.65,
TukeyHSD, Table 3) compared to the ancestor. Cell lines with
both the rho and rpoB mutations had average stoichiometric
ratios with values in between the rho and rpoB lines, but did
not differ significantly from the ancestor. Protein content
varied significantly between the mutation groups (ANOVA,
Table 3; Figure 2). Cell lines with the rpoB mutation had the
lowest protein content (0.91 pg/cell), while cell lines with both
mutations had the highest (2.42 pg/cell) (Table 3). The rho group
had significantly higher average protein content compared to
the rpoB group (2.03 vs. 0.91 pg/cell, TukeyHSD, Table 3) and
rho protein content was also higher than the ancestor, but not
significantly higher (Table 3).
There was substantial variation in stoichiometric ratios among
cell lines with the same mutation type. While cell lines with
the rho mutation were consistent in the direction in which
they varied from the ancestor, cell lines with the rpoB mutation
or both mutations were sometimes higher than the ancestor
and sometimes lower (Figures 2C,F,I,L). Thus, when pooled
by mutation, those cell lines had average ratios similar to the
ancestor. All lines have several additional mutations, 9 of which
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C:P

P-value

0.11

0.17

0.029

0.47

T-value

1.66

−1.47

−2.43

0.73

Degrees of
freedom

21.59

10.72

14.32

30.69

LEVENE TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCES
P-value

0.039

0.48

0.069

0.24

F-value

4.55

0.52

3.50

1.45

1

1

1

1

Degrees of
freedom

Elemental ratios of C:N, C:P, and N:P and the cellular protein content measured in
picograms of protein/cell in the ancestral lines and the adapted lines in aggregate.
A Welch’s t-test and Levene test for homogeneity of variances were performed on
square-root transformed data.

TABLE 2 | Relationship between elemental ratios and protein content.
C:N vs. Protein
Correlation coefficient r
P-value
T statistic
Degrees of freedom

C:P vs. Protein

N:P vs. Protein

−0.36

−0.08

0.08

0.34

0.84

0.84

−1.025

−0.20

0.21

7

7

7

Pearson correlation of elemental ratios C:N, C:P, and N:P with protein content (pg
protein/cell).

were shared between at least two lines (Supplementary Table 3).
Some mutations were significantly associated with rho or rpoB
mutations, e.g., line 75 and 135 both have mutations in yif B, a
gene encoding a magnesium chelatase family protein, while other
epimutations were less specific (Supplementary Table 4). Thus,
the specific underlying genetic makeup of adaptation to high
temperature can influence the cellular elemental ratios.

DISCUSSION
Overall, there was strong variation in the complex phenotype
of cellular stoichiometry between the high temperature
adapted cell lines derived from a common ancestor. Thus,
this study quantifies how the specific adaptive pathways
underlying adaptation to high temperature are important for
the stoichiometric outcome of the cell. Cells may adapt in
many ways to increased temperature (Mongold et al., 1996;
Riehle et al., 2003; Rudolph et al., 2010). Thus, adaptive
mechanisms (i.e., compensation for degradation or increased
macromolecular efficiency) may introduce unique changes in
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TABLE 3 | Differences between mutational types for elemental ratios and protein content.
C:N

C:P

N:P

Protein (pg/cell)

MEAN VALUE (STANDARD DEVIATION)
Ancestor (n = 7)

5.42 (0.24)

68.48 (9.18)

12.65 (1.46)

(n = 12) 1.62 (0.60)

Both rho and rpoB (n = 17)

5.44 (0.52)

75.41 (15.00)

13.87 (2.53)

(n = 12) 2.42 (1.24)

rpoB (n = 8)

5.38 (0.50)

67.98 (9.76)

12.73 (1.94)

(n = 8) 0.91 (0.52)

rho (n = 10)

4.69 (0.25)

79.20 (10.64)

16.92 (1.97)

(n = 10) 2.03 (0.38)

ANOVA
Degrees of freedom
Sum of squares

3

3

3

3

0.20

2.68

1.87

1.85

Mean squares

0.07

0.89

0.62

0.62

F-value

8.02

1.849

7.97

7.48

P-value

2.91e-4

0.16

3.04e-4

4.71e-4
−0.81 (0.13)

POST-HOC TUKEY TEST: DIFFERENCE (P-VALUE)
Ancestor-Both

−0.03 (1.00)

−6.93 (0.61)

−1.22 (0.59)

Ancestor-rpoB

0.04 (1.00)

−0.49 (1.00)

−0.09 (1.00)

0.71 (0.076)

0.73 (4.8e-3)

−10.72 (0.28)

−4.27(1.4e-3)

−0.42 (0.51)
1.52 (3.6e-4)

Ancestor-rho

0.07 (0.98)

7.42 (0.50)

1.14 (0.59)

Both-rho

Both-rpoB

0.76 (2.8e-4)

−3.79 (0.83)

−3.05 (5.4e-3)

0.39 (0.88)

rpoB-rho

0.69 (6.3e-3)

−11.22 (0.21)

−4.18 (1.0e-3)

−1.12 (4.1e-3)

Average elemental ratios of C:N, C:P, N:P in the ancestor, both rho and rpoB mutations, rpoB mutation, and rho mutation and protein content measured in picograms of protein/cell for
the ancestor, both, rpoB, and rho. Mean value shown with standard deviation and number of replicates shown for elemental and protein analyses. Differences of the average cellular
stoichiometric ratios and protein content among mutational groups: ancestor, both rho and rpoB mutations, rpoB mutation, and rho mutation. Results from initial ANOVA and a post-hoc
TukeyHSD analysis of square-root transformed data were performed and adjusted p-values are in parentheses.

cellular stoichiometry. This work supports the idea that rho cell
lines may compensate for the lower efficiency of proteins by
accumulating a higher protein concentration than the ancestor
and the rpoB type. There is a strong relationship between
cellular nitrogen and protein content (Jones, 1941; Mariotti
et al., 2008). Thus, a shift in protein concentration is likely the
underlying cause for how the C:N and N:P ratio changes as a
response to adaptation to high temperature in rho lines. The
increase of N:P in rho lines relative to the ancestor suggests both
mechanisms could be operating simultaneously. In contrast,
lines with the rpoB mutation had significantly lower cellular
amounts of protein compared to rho and slightly lower than
the ancestor, although not significantly different. Considering
how the stoichiometric ratios of these cell lines were nearly
identical to the ancestor, this result does not follow either of
the two initial hypotheses. Additionally, cell lines with both the
rho and rpoB mutation did not vary much from the ancestor in
stoichiometric ratios nor protein content. It is therefore difficult
to align them with either model. Moreover, it suggests that
stoichiometry need not change as a consequence of temperature
adaptation.
In other efforts to characterize these pathways, the fitness
tradeoffs of growing at different temperatures were assessed.
A niche shift was observed associated with mutations in rpoB,
while a niche expansion was observed in lines with a mutation
in rho (Rodríguez-Verdugo et al., 2014). The pleiotropic effects
of mutations in rpoB vs. rho may explain some of the results
in this study. RNA polymerase affects every single gene during
its function while rho only affects the transcription termination
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of a subset of genes (20–50%) (Zhu and Von Hippel, 1998;
Peters et al., 2009). If a rpoB mutation influences multiple
processes, the net effect on stoichiometry may result in the
similarity we see between these lines and the ancestor. Single
amino acid changes within rpoB have caused significant gene
expression shifts. Specifically, changes in codon 572 of rpoB
restored gene expression back toward the ancestral pre-stress
conditions (Rodríguez-Verdugo et al., 2016). This supports
a “compensation” response and may underlie the limited
stoichiometric differences between the ancestor and the rpoB
mutation lines.
There is a strong fitness advantage of the evolved lines
compared to the ancestor when grown at 42.2◦ C. The ancestor
also displays a strong difference in gene expression when
grown at its optimal temperature of 37◦ C compared to 42.2◦ C
(Rodríguez-Verdugo et al., 2016). Moreover, gene expression
of engineered lines carrying either the rho or rpoB mutations
in isolation also display differential gene expression from one
another and from the ancestor (González-González et al., 2017)
also some of the rpoB mutations appeared to be heading toward
a pre-stressed ancestral state (Rodríguez-Verdugo et al., 2016).
Yet the fact that different mutation types display differential
CNP suggests that there is more happening than simply growth
restoration. Some of the difference may have to do with cooccurring mutations, e.g., cardiolipin synthetase (cls) association
with rho or rod-shape genes, which affect cell shape, and their
association with rpoB (Tenaillon et al., 2012). Size of the cell may
directly impact the cell stoichiometry, as seen in marine bacteria
(Garcia et al., 2016). These affiliated mutations may be affecting
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the composition of cell membranes, for example, resulting in
differential C:N:P.
Temperature influences both microbial community
composition and physiology (Bennett et al., 1990; Zinser
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a limited understanding of the stoichiometric outcomes
of adaptation vs. acclimation to this environmental factor
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organisms are needed to evaluate if our observations apply
more broadly to other microorganisms. Due to the broad effect
of temperature on most, if not all, cellular processes, perhaps
this variation in outcomes should be expected. It may further
partly explain the extensive variation in how temperature affects
closely related bacterial lineages (Martiny et al., 2016). Thus,
there may be some overall trends in how different temperature
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but our data suggest that specific microbial lineages adapted
to a particular temperature condition will likely have varying
elemental stoichiometry. As such, there is not a uniform link
between adaptation to elevated temperature and stoichiometry.
Instead, the specific genetic and biochemical modifications
underlying adaptation to a temperature regime need to be
considered.
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